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Abstract-We present recent advances in the generation of
highly intense multiterahertz transients and their application to
nonlinear spectroscopy of bulk semiconductors. An optimized
scheme of parametric amplification results in broadband singleor few-cycle terahertz transients with peak electric fields up to 10
or 2S MV/cm, respectively. Time-resolved four-wave mixing terahertz spectroscopy of [nSb far away from the interband resonance
demonstrates clear signatures of a nonperturbative regime ofRabi
flopping. We qualit.'ltively explain the observed behavior within a
model of a quantum two-level system. [n addition, we demonstrate
the dynamical Franz-KeJdysh effect in InP resolved on a subcycle
timescale. The field-induced modulation of the interband optical
absorption at the second harmonic of the driving terahertz field is
observed in full agreement with theoretical predictions.

Index 1erms-EJectrooptic elTects, four-wave mixing, nonlinear
optics, semiconductor materials, teraltertz technology, ultrafast
optics.

1. INTRODUCTION

EMICONDUCTORS represent a petfect model to investigate light-matter coupling in quantum many-body systems.
Understanding this interaction in the limit of very intense electromagnetic fields is one of the most intriguing problems of
modern optics and high-speed optoelectronics. Recent advances
in high-field terahertz technology have opened up exciting new
perspectives for snldies of extremely nonlinear (NL) phenomena
in semiconductors. Ultrashort timescales, inherent to terahertz
transients, allow for applying electric fields, with amplitudes
of multiple megavolt per centimeter, without irreversible breakdown of a sample. Another important advantage of terahertz
technology is the possibility to generate phase-stable transients,
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and to perfonn field-resolved detection, which captures a profile
of the electric field on a femtosecond timescale. Experiments
on bulk semiconductors, perfomled using terahertz transients
with peak fields up to 1 MV!em, have addressed a number of
interesting phenomena such as intervalley scattering [lJ, ballistic transport [2], impact ionization [3], [4], ancl Rabi flopping of
intersubband [51, or intraexcitonic [6] resonances.
The latest development of an ultraintense terahertz source
with peak fields above 100 MV/cm paves the way toward studies of extremely NL response in semiconductors as well as in
other condensed matter systems [7], [8]. Here, we present an
overview of this high-field terahertz technology with a focus
on recent advances in the generation of ultrabroadband singlecycle multiterahertz transients with peak electric fields above
1() MV/cm. T.hen, we introduce two examples of experiments
where these intense transients are exploited for off-resonant excitation of bulk semiconductors. In the first experiment, we study
the time- and field-resolved terahertz four-wave mixing in bulk
InSb using a phase-sensitive 2-D spectroscopy. The experimental results provide clear evidence for a nonperturbative response
ofthe interband polarization. In the second experiment, we monitorthe electroabsorption around the interband resonance of bulk
InP induced by high-field multiterahertz transients via the dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect (DFKE). The phase stability of
the terahertz pulses and the high temporal resolution of our
experimental setup allow us to trace the modulation of the optical absorption on a subcycle timescale in contrast to previous
studies [9], [10].
II.

GENERATION OF ULTRABROADBAND
AND INTENSE TERAHERTZ PULSES

. The basic process for the generation of terahertz transients
is frequency mixing in a NL optical medium. Several groups
have reported broadband terahertz radiation generated from
laser-induced plasmas [11], [12]. This method relies on NL
frequency conversion mediated by currents in the gas plasma
and requires Jaser pulses with millijoule energies typically produced by Ti:sapphire-based amplifier systems operating at kilohertz repetition rates. An alternative way is difference frequency
generation (DFG) which utilizes a second-order nonlinearity
in optical crystals without inversion symmetry under suitable
phase-matching conditions. When DFG occurs among different
spectral components of the same optical laser pulse, the process is usually called optical rectification (OR). The lower order
of the involved NL process allows efficient DFG using laser
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recently by introducing a tilted-pulse-front excitation method
which facilitates broadband phase matching in LiNb03 crystals
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Even higher efficiencies exceeding 100% have been reported
recently [20]. [21]. however, the upper frequency of the specW
w
trUm is limited by the optical phonon absorption in LiNb03 and
reaches only 3 THz.
Fig. I. Compru'ison between the OR and OPA processes. (a) Spectmm of a
Multiterahertz transients with spectral components above single ultrashort near-infrared laser pulse. (b) Corresponding spectlUm of the
Nt polari7..<lIion generated hy DFG among spectral components wi.thin
10 THz can also be obtained by DFG, provided that the op- terahertz
the single near-infrared pulse. (c) Spectra of the signal and pump pulses used
tical pulses used for the generation possess a sufficient band- for the OPA process. (d) Spectl'lun of NL polarization of the generated tcrahel'tz
width. The birefringent crystals GaSe and AgGaS2 , which en- . idler pulse.
able a tunable phase matching at frequencies up to 70 THz,
are most commonly used for this purpose [7], [14], [15] , [22],
Here, we present a state-of-the-art ult:rabroadband OPA-based
GaSe is an especially efficient material for the generation of
intense multiterahertz pulses due to its wide transmission range source of phase-locked multiterahertz transients containing a
and the exceptionally high second-order nonlinearity [23], [24]. single cycle of light. Our hybrid system combines the high
It was shown that phase-matched OR of 0.6 mJ near-infrared stability and flexibility of fiber laser technology and high-power
pulses in GaSe is capable of generating few-cycle transients with scalability of Ti:sapphire amplifiers [7]. A schematic view of
peak electric fields above 1 MY fcm and can:ier frequencies of the setup is shown in Fig. 2. A mode-locked Er:fiber master
20 THz [25] . However, the efficiency of OR rapidly decreases oscillator, working at a repetition rate of 49 MHz and a center
when the generation of multiterahertz transients at even higher wavelength of 1.55 p.m, seeds two parallel Er:fiber amplifier
frequencies is required since the DFG of high-frequency tera- branches. The output of the first amplifier is frequency-doubled
hertz components can occUfonly by mixing the spectral wings of in a periodically poled LiN bOa crystal and serves as seed for
a generation pulse, as illustrated in Fig. lea). The resulting spec- a high-power regenerative Ti:sapphire amplifier. The train of
trum of the NL polarization produced by the OR process peaks amplified iOO-fs pulses with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and
at zero frequency and monotonically decays toward higher fre- an energy of 5 I11J/pulse is split to pump two OPAs, which
quencies as shown in Fig. l(b). Thus, a high photon-conversion generate the near-infrared signal and pump pulses for the DFG
efficiency in the multiterahertz range can hardly be achieved process in a GaSe emitter crystal. The second Er:fiber amplifier
since the largest portion of the NL signal is generated at low ter- branch generates the ultrashort gating pulses for the electrooptic
ahertz frequencies . This problem is solved using two spectrally detection: The broadband continuum is produced in a highly NL
shifted near-infrared pulses [see Fig. l(c)]: a relatively narrow- bulk silica fiber and compressed by a prism sequence resulting in
band pump pulse centered at frequency W2 and a broadband pulses with a duration of 8 fs centered at 1.2 J.lm [29] . The gating
signal pulse at Wl . The DFG process can be viewed as an optical pulses are delayed by a fast-scanning delay line and collinearly
parametric amplification (OPA) process in which the amplifica- superimposed with the terahertz transient on the GaSe sensor
tion of the signal pulse occurs together with the generation of crystal. The terahertz field-induced birefringence is detected
the multiterahertz idler component [26] . The spectrum of the using two balanced InGaAs photodiodes.
idler schematically depicted in Fig. I (d) peaks at the frequency
As discussed earlier, the generation of single-cycle multi W2 - WI corresponding to the spectral shift of the pump with
terahertz transients requires near-infrared signal pulses with a
respect to the signal. Thus, the photon conversion efficiency large spectral bandwidth. Furthermore, the phase matching COIl may be dramatically enhanced compared to the OR process [71 . dition in GaSe has to be broadband enough to ensure efficient
More importantly, the bandwidth of the idler pulse is mainly de- parametric amplification of all spectral components of the sigfined by the bandwidth of the near-infrared signal pulse. Intense nal pulse. Recently, JUllginger et ai. have demonstrated that
narrowband pump pulses can be used, thereby simplifying the pumping at wavelengths longer than 1 J.lm leads to a substangeneration scheme. Furthennore, the idler terahertz pulses gen- tially increased bandwidth of the generated multiterahertz idler
erated via the OPA process are inherently phase-locked since a pulses [8]. Here, we consider an OPA process of type IT in
canier-envelope phase offset of signal and pump pulses is can- which the generated idler is polarized perpendicularly to the
celed out during the DFG, if the generation of both pulses is signal. Fig. 3 shows the calculated phase matching function
seeded by the same laser source [7], [27], [28].
G(L) = Isin(6.kL)/(6.kL)1 for different internal propagation
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the hybrid laser system for the generation and electrooptic
detection of intensive single-cycle terahertl. tmnsients. The output of the first
Er: fiber amplifier is frequency-doubled via second-harmonic generation in order to match the wavelength of the seed pulses to the ampJi fication band of
Ti:sapphire. 'TIle second liber amplifier generates a broad near-infrared continuum inside a highly NL fiber. OPAL and OPA2 are double-stage optical
parametric amplifiers; Dr.'(l is the diU'erencc frequency generation in a GaSe
crystal; and EO detection is the electrooptic detection setup.
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Fig. 3. Phase matching function G ([,) calcuklted for various internal propagation angles and the idl.er frequencies. The calculation is performed for type II
parametric amplifkation in GaSe with a thickness of L = 90 p.m. Ibe central
wavelength of the pump is set to (a) 1.26 J.lm and (b) 0.8 J.lm. lbe dashed white
curve marks the line of perfect phase matching.

angles and idler frequencies, where tlk is the wave vector
mismatch and L is the thickness of the GaSe emitter crystal.
We assume L = 90 Jl.m and two different pump wavelengths of
1.26 II,m [see Fig. 3(a)] and 0.8 {lm [see Fig. 3(b)]. The latter
wavelength is typical for Ti:sapphire lasers. The optimal internal angle and the centra] frequency of the broadband phase
matching are defined by the minimum of the dashed curves,
which corresponds to G (L) = 1. One can clearly see that the
longer pump wavelength leads to a dramatic increase of the idler
bandwidth, thanks to the matching of signal and idler group velocities [26]. For the case of the 1.26-Jlm pump wavelength, it is
expected to exceed 10 THz [see Fig. 3(a)]. The corresponding
broadband signal pulse has to be centered around 1,38 p.m.
The optimized OPA scheme for the generation of broadband
near-infrared signal pulses introduced by Junginger et al. [8]
is based on two amplification stages equipped with type I
,B- barium borate (BBO) crystals. It enables the generation of
broad spectra due to a small group-velocity mismatch (GYM).
However, the tunability of the signal toward longer wavelengths
is limited: Close to the degeneracy point, the broadband signal and idler pulses start to overlap spectrally. Since both pulses
have the same polarization in the case of the type 1DFG process,
the signal pulse gets an admixture of the idler and, therefore,
the generated terahertz radiation is not perfectly phase-stable.

Time (fs)

Fig. 4. Ch(U'llcteristks of the near-infrared pulse generated by the broadband
OPA: (a) spectrum and (b) time-dependent intensity IUld phase profile of Ule
pulse reconstmcted from a FROG image.

The problem can be solved in the case of type II phase matching where signal and idler are polarized perpendicular to each
other and can be easily separated. Thus, longer signal wavelengths required for the broadband phase matching in GaSe can
be achieved. In the described scheme, the type II phase matching
is not detrimental to the amplification bandwidth, thanks to the
long wavelength of the idler and the similar group velocities in
the terahertz range for ordinary and extraordinary propagation.
Fig. 4(a) shows the spectrum of the signal pulse generated
by using a type II OPA scheme. The spectrum is centered at
about 1380 nm and has a large full width at half maximum
(FWHM) bandwidth of 97 nm. Besides a good discrimination
between the signal and idler, this scheme offers a very stable
operation and it is weakly susceptible to thermal fluctuations
and long-term drifts of the Ti:sapphire laser system. In contrast
to type I phase matching, the signs of the GYM between signal
and pump, and the GVM between idler and pump are opposite.
Thus, signal and idler pulses move in opposite directions with
respect to the pump pulse. As a result, both pulses tend to localize
temporally around the pump pulse leading to their exponential
amplification. A high-conversion efficiency causes a saturation
of the amplification and a further back conversion via a sumfrequency process between signal and idler waves [30). A typical
signature of such behavior is the flattening in the center of the
signal spectrum where the intensity is maximal. as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Another advantage of the type II OPA scheme in our
setup is an extremely small amount of chirp in the amplified
signal pulse. Fig. 4(b) shows the time profile of the intensity
and phase of the signal pulse measured by a frequency-resolved
optical gating (FROG) [311 , The temporal FWHM of the pulse
is 31 fs and the phase is almost flat indicating that the pulse
duration is close to bandwidth-limited. This is in stark contrast
to the previously reported type I OPA, where the signal pulse
has a considerable chirp which has to be compensated by an
external prism compressor [8] . The reason for this difference is
the low dispersion added by propagation in BBO close to the
zero-dispersion point and by the peculiar NL phase introduced
during the amplification process [30].
We generate terahertz radiation by collinear DFG using signal
pulses from OPA I and OPA 2 as shown in Fig. 2: The broadband pulse (see Fig. 4) serves as the signal, and the narrowband
pulse from a tunable commercial OPA centered at 1.26 {UTI
plays the role of the pump. A GaSe emitter crystal is tilted with
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Hg. 5. (a) Real-time profile of the electric field of multiterahertz transients
genemted using DFG in GaSe emitters of different thkknesses measured by
electl'Ooptic detection in GaSe. (b) Normalized amplitude spectra of the transients. The arrow marks an air absorption band due to the bending mode of C02
at 20 THz. (c) Peak electric field and (d) FWHM bandwidth of the multitemhertz
transients as functions of the GaSe emitter thickness L. Dashed lines are guides
to the eye.

Fig. 6. (a) Off-resonant excitation of the u'ansition between the valence and
conduction bands of InSh. The arrow denotes the relative ellt!1'b'Y of a terahertz
photon. (b) Scheme of the field-resolved FWM experiment: TIle tcrabertz beam
is split into two branches. indivi.dl1l~ly modulated by mechani.cal choppers.
Terahertz pulses in one branch are delayed using a mechanical delay stage. llle
transmitted s.ignals nre detected hy EOS .

Fig. 5(d) shows the FWHM bandwidth as a function of L.
The single-cycle pulses obtained using thin emitters possess
an FWHM bandwidth of about 15 THz, which is almost equal
to the bandwidth of the signal pulse depicted in Fig. 4. Thus,
when L ::; 250 p,m, the terahertz bandwidth is mainly limited
by the spectral characteristics of the near-infrared generation
pulses since the phase matching is very broadband. However.
with increasing thickness of the emitter crystal, phase matching
starts to decline over the full generation bandwidth and the spectra of the rnultiterahertz pulses become narrower [see Fig. 5(b)
and (c»). A notable reduction of the bandwidth occurs for L ::::
580 J)'m when the bandwidth drops by a factor of two. Nevertheless, even for L = 1050 ILm, a sizeable FWHM bandwidth
of 6.5 THz can be achieved.

respect to the incident beams in order to ensure the optimal
internal propagation angle of 12". The generation light remainIII. NONPERTURBATIVE RESPONSE
ing after the emitter crystal is blocked by a germanium wafer
OF BULK SEMICONDUCTORS
placed at the Brewster angle. Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the temporal profiles of the generated multiterahertz tral1sients and their A. Four-Wave Mixing Far Away From Interband Resonances
amplitude spectra, respectively, for different thicknesses L of
In the coherent limit of light-matter interaction, the electronic
the GaSe emitter crystal. The broadband electrooptic detection system can be driven into the regime of Rabi flopping [32].
is performed using a GaSe detector crystal with a thickness of In this case, the polarization response cannot be described in
30 J1,Ol (for L ::; gO lLm) or 90 J1m (for L 2: 140 p.m). For L ::; frames of perturbative NL optics. This nonperturbative regime
90 p.m, the FWHM of the intensity envelope of the transients is results in many intriguing phenomena such as self-induced
slightly below 50 fs and, therefore, constitutes a single cycle of transparency, quantum coherence, and high-harmonic generathe terahertz oscillation period defined by the carrier frequency tion [33]- [35J. Four-wave mixing (FWM) spectroscopy is parof 22 THz. We calibrate the peak electric field by measuring ticularly useful for probing the nonperturbative regime of quanthe average power of the terahertz beam using a standard broad- tum Rabi flopping since it bears information about the coherence
band thermopile power meter (Melles Griot 13 PEM 00 1/J) and response of a system.
assuming a Gaussian spatial profile of the beam with a FWHM
Here, we study the NL polarization response of the interdiameter of 55 p.m estimated from the transmittance through a band resonance in the narrow-gap semiconductor InSb (EfJ / h =
50-"Ln1pinhole. Fig. 5( c) shows the peak electric field of the tran- 41 THz) at room temperatUl'e by means of FWM spectroscopy.
sients as a function of the GaSe emitter thickness L. The field The ultraintense terahertz pulses used in our experiment have
gradually increases with the increase of L reaching 25 MV /cm a center frequency of 23 THz which is located well below the
for D = 1050 p.m. This value is almost two times higher than in direct band gap of InSb ensuring excitation far away from the
the report of Junginger et at. [8J demonstrating that the imple- interband resonance [see Fig. 6(a)]. An undoped (lOO)-oriented
mentation of the type II OPA process for the signal generation wafer of InSb has been mechanically polished to a thickness of
permits to achieve high terahertz power forfew-cycle transients. 30 Ji.m and measured in a transmission geometry. The scheme
On the other hand, the peak electric field of the single-cycle of our terahertz multi wave mixing setup is shown in Fig. 6(b). A
pulses is slightly lower compared to the value of 12 MY fcrn pair of terahertz pu Ises is produced by a terahertz Mach- Zehnder
reported for the type I scheme [8].
interferometer installed after the GaSeemitter crystal precluding
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Fig. 7. Experimentally measured normalized four-wave mix!ng signal as a
function of the EOS delay time t and the delay between the excltatloll pulses T
for peak electric fields of (a) 2 MVIt'lll and (b) 5.3 MY/cm.

NL mixing effects of two beams within the emitter itself. We use
a gold-coated gennanium wafer placed at the Brewster angle as
a broadband terahertz beam splitter. The transmitted pulse has
variable delay with respect to the reflected pulse which additionally propagates through a second germanium wafer to match the
phase dispersion. Both terahertz beams are tightly focused onto
the sample and the transmitted transients are electrooptical1y detected with a 140-fl,01-thick GaSe sensor. The transmitted field
is detected as a function of the electrooptic sampling (EOS) delay time t and the relative temporal offset between the terahertz
pulses r. The NL signal is retrieved by subtracting the contributions of individually propagated pulses from the total response
measured in the presence of both pulses. The FWM signal is
extracted using a 2-D Fourier transform method [36]. In this
way, contributions for noncoherent processes in InSb such as
impact ionization [3] are filtered out.
Flig. 7(a) and (b) show the experimentally measw:ed FWM
signals for external peak teraheltz electric fields of 2 and
5.3 MY fcm, respectively. For the lower driving field, the FWM
signal has an oval shape which is identical to the cross correlation function of both pulses [see Fig. 7(a)]. Such a response is expected in the case of a perturbative third-order nonlinearity and
the shape of the FWM signal should not depend on the amplitude
of the driving field. Surprisingly, the signal measured using the
higher peak field of 5.3 MY fcm results in splitting of the FWM
signal demonstrating a clear deviation from a simple perturbative response of InSb [see Fig. 7(b)]. The qualitative behavior
observed in this experiment can be reproduced using a simplified model of a two-level system, representing the interband
resonance in InSb. Our simulation is based on a semiclassical
system of Maxwell- Bloch equations without the rotating wave
approximation. Intriguingly, this simple two-level system model
reproduces the splitting of the FWM signal observed in the experiment. A qualitative physical picture of this phenomenon can
be understood by considering the polarization of the two-level
system driven by an intensive terahertz field. Fig. 8(a) sho.ws
the electric field of both terahertz transients for r = 0 ps whIch
corresponds to the central part of the FWM signal where the
obser~'ed splitting is the strongest. At early delay times when
the field amplitude is below 3 M Vfcm, the response of the system is perturbative and the NL polarization PN J, follows the
driving field as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). In the center of the driv-
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.Fig. 8. Simul:ncd nonperturhlltive res]x)nse of a tw~- level system. (a"l Driving
eleclIic field with an amplitude of 5 MV/em/pulse lor T = 0 ps. (b) Normalized LOtal NL polarization l'NI, of the system. (c) Part.o.f the NL polarization
frequency filtered (U'ound the carrier frequency of the dnvmg terahertz field and
normalized to the maximum.

ing pulse where the total electric field reaches 10 MY!em, the
generalized Rabi frequency becomes comparable to the de:uning of the excitation pulse and the resonance frequency of .the
system. Therefore, in spite of a strongly nonresonant excItation, the system is driven into a nonperturbative regime of the
carrier-wave Rabi flopping [32], [37]. In this regime, the major
contribution to the polarization response around t = 0 ps migitlates from higher harmonics [38], whereas the response at the
fundamental frequency experiences a minimum as it is shown
in Fig. 8(b) and (c). Finally, for t > 0.1 ps, the driving terahertz
field vanishes and the remnant polarization of the two-level system demonstrates a free induction decay characterized by the
damped oscillation at the resonance frequency of 41 THz [see
Fig. 8(b)]. However, this signal is not observed in the FWM
response which contains only polarization response around the
carrier frequency of the driving terahertz field [see Fig. 8(c)].
Om study of the FWM response of bulk InSb provides clear
evidence for the onset of a nonperturbative response to multiterahertz excitation. The extreme peak: field amplitUdes above 5
MV fem lead to Rabi flopping on a subpicosecond timescale with
frequencies comparable to the excitation detuning of 18 THz.
This extremely NL regime points out the high potential of the
broadband high-field multiterahertz technology for coherent
control of quantum states in bulk semiconductors and semiconductor nanostnlCnlres.
B. Dynamical Frall z-Keldysh Effect

The Franz-Keldysh effect is the change in optical absorption
of a semiconductor under the influence of an applied electric
field [39]. It can be understood in terms of photon-assisted
interband tunneling. Thus, the observation of a noticeable
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Fig, 9. Terahertz bias/near-infrared probe setup. The ultrashort broadband
probe pulse is overlapped collinearly with the lemherlz transient by a dkhroic
mirror (DM 1), focused onto the InP sample and detected by a spectrometer.
The lerahertz beam is collimated, overlapped with the gate pulse on DM2 and
detected via EOS.
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Fig. 10. (a) Spectrally integrated relative transmission change 61'/1' induced
by a terahertz tr:msiClll. (b) Temporal profile of the terahertz bias field.

electroabsorption requires the application of very high electric
fields. However, accessible static electric fields are limited by
the dielectric breakdown of a sample. This problem is avoided
when an external field is applied dynamically on an ultrashort
timescale. Therefore, single-cycle high-field terahertz transients
represent a perfect tool for studies of the DFKE in bulk semiconductors under extremely intense fields well beyond the limit
set by dielectric breakdown.
The terahertz bias/near-infrared probe setup developed for
the study of the DFKE is schematically depicted in Fig. 9.
The broadband 8-fs-short probe and gating pulses are generated by two branches of the Er:fiber laser system as described
in Section II and are synchronized with an extremely low timing jitter [40]. The central wavelength of the probe pulse is
nlOed close to the absorption edge of the studied InP sample
located around 935 nm. This experimental scheme allows us
to detect simultaneously the inherently phase-locked terahertz
field and the field-induced changes in near-infrared absorption
with a subcycle time resolution. The external terahertz peak
electric field reaches 11 MY /cm which corresponds to fields of
5.4 MY /cm inside the InP sample.
The sample under snldy is a 230-nm-thick epitaxially grown
InP layer deposited on a diamond substrate using a lift-off
process. The (lOO)-orientation of the sample leads to a vanishing electrooptic effect. This allows us to avoid artifact signals due to the partially polarization sensitive elements like
dichroic mirrors. The spectrally integrated relative transmission
change t::..T IT of the InP sample measured at room temperature is shown in Fig. 10. Since a larger portion of the spectral
weight of the probe pulse is located below the band gap energy, the signal is dominated by the field-induced absorption
below the absorption edge and reaches its maximum value of
almost 50% at the peak of the terahertz field around zero delay
time [see Fig. lO(b )J. Remarkably, the subcycle time resolution
of our experiment allows us to resolve a coherent modulation
of the transmission change. A detailed analysis shows that the
modulation occurs exactly at twice the carrier ti'equency of the
driving terahertz field. Such a modulation in the time domain
is equivalent to a sideband generation in the frequency domain
predicted for the DFKE [41], [42]. Besides the modulation at
the doubled frequency, one expects a series of even harmonics

sidebands [41]. However, our experimental spectra demonstrate
only the second harmonic centered around 43 THz and no clear
modulation at 86 THz which is probably too weak to be resolved. Another intriguing feanlre is a residual absorption at
later delay times t > 0.2 ps when the terahertz bias field vanishes [see Fig. lO(b)]. We attribute this absorption to the band
gap renormalizati())1 by the high-density electron-hole plasma
generated in InP by the intense terahertz bias pulses. The observed transmission decrease by 25% corresponds to a red-shift
of the absorption edge of about 20 me V. An estimation based on
the expression given in [43] results in an electron-hole density
of 10 17 cm- 3 . Our numerical modeling indicates that the interband Zener mnneling alone can provide the required plasma
density.
IV. CONCLUSION

We demonstrate that the DFO generation of intense terahertz
radiation can be efficiently driven by using an OPA with type II
phase matching for the amplification of the broadband signal
pulses. This approach offers a number of advantages over type I
phase matching: 1) reliable separation of the signal and the idler
for a long wavelength operation. 2) negligible chirp of the signal
pulse, 3) better stability of the terahertz pulses, and 4) generation of few-cycle terahertz transients with peak electric fields
up to 25 MY /cm. At the same time, the method also allows generation of ultrabroadband single-cycle multiterahertz transients
with amplitUdes up to 10 MV/cm. The high time resolution
provided by the NL fiber technology and the excellent phase
stability of the terahertz transients pave the way toward previously unattainable infonnation about high-field phenomena on
a subcycle timescale.
As examples for the capabilities given by our system, we
demonstrate field-resolved terahertz FWM spectroscopy of bulk
InSb which provides evidence for a nonperturbative response
that is reached even in the regime of the excitation far from the
interband resonance. The combination of exceptionally intense
terahertz pulses with the high stability and sensitivity of our
setup enables multiwave mixing experiments in a large variety of
condensed matter systems which demonstrate resonances in the

multiterahertz spectral range. Particularly interesting candidates
are a photon echo spectroscopy ofhydrogen-honded liquids [44]
and a coherent control of the order parameter in superconductors
[45], [46J.

In addition, the DFKE in the bulk semiconductor InP has
been resolved on the subcycle timescale. The developed experimental scheme is promising for investigations of extreme
nonequili bri urn transport in bulk semiconductors such as velocity overshoot [47] and Bloch oscillations [48].
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